Name: Gretchen Brunhatchi.
Name Pronunciation: [GRETCH-in Brune-HAT-chee].
Middle Name: Nephele. [NEAH-fuh-lee].
Titles (From highest to lowest): Magister of Sanguinati magic.
Theurgist: Magister of besom navigations.

Magic Affiliation: Sanguinati.

Sanguinati Coven: Warlocks’ Bane.

Education: Mystic Steeples.
Magister of Sanguinati magic.

Address: Mystic Steeples, Severance, Hoopenfangia.
Date & Place of Birth: May 12, 1986. Severance, Hoopenfangia.
Height/Weight/Physical Description: Gretchen Brunhatchi has big pretty
eyes and full lips. She wears enchanted face powder, planet dust mostly. The
front of her dark, knee-length hair is cut in bangs that frame her face severely.
While instructing in the Sanatorium, she is required to wear the uniform doublecone hats.
Citizenship/Ethnic Origin: Severance, Hoopenfangia. / Caucasian. / German
ancestry.
Parents' Names & Occupations: Both died while in flight on their besoms.
Spouse or Lover: Married.
Friends' Names & Occupations: Magister Gorgia Mesmerthang.
Gretchen Quote: “Give everyone a smile even if you secretly hate them.”
Social Class: Middle.
Employer: Mystic Steeples.
Magic Specialties: Advance besom flying, navigation, and air stunts, navigating
a besom through flames.
Magic Wand: Gretchen uses a hickory wand with a blue calcite handle.
Salary: Good.
Community Status: Popular.

Gretchen Quote: “I’m a big supporter of the Mystic City Preservation Society.”
Job-Related Skills: Theurgist: Magister of besom navigations. (Instructions
from basic to advance besom flying, navigation, and air stunts. Former
aerowachee when she was just an apprentice.
Magister Gretchen Brunhatchi has recurring thoughts and dreams that her besom
instructions and practices might harm her apprentices. She cares for her
apprentices and is a good besom usage instructor, but she is constantly plagued
by these thoughts. She has grown increasingly worried that she must be going
mad. The only way she can calm herself is to speak a particular chant to herself a
certain number of times.
In Book One, Curse of the McRavens, Mystic Ministry has downgraded her to
work her theurgical duties at Grossatete Sanatorium, because her nerves have
been increasingly risking the safety of her apprentices at Mystic Steeples.
Political Beliefs/Affiliations: Traditional Sanguinati, mainly because she
teaches Sanguinati apprentices how to fly with a besom and she doesn’t want to
lose her job.
Gretchen Quote: “If we let Sorcerers in Mystic Steeples, who knows what might
happen? All those free-floaters changing our traditions of flying besoms. I would
have to find a new occupation.”
Tastes:
Food and drink: Baking. Collecting recipes.
Art: Romantic art.
Music: Romantic songs.
Literature: Romance, Spurgmulin, besom history.
Décor: Romantic and charming.
Clothing: Gretchen likes bows and stripes and bits of rich color.
Voice: Gretchen Brunhatchi speaks to everyone in a condescendingly sweet
manner.
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